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IBANYS PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  |  By John Witkowski 

Since our inception in 1974, IBANYS has 
worked hard to live up to our mission 
statement: "To promote and strengthen the 
vitality of community banking throughout 
New York state." As the only trade association 

in New York that exclusively represents the interests 
of local independent community banks, our work is 
centered around this mission, and we are constantly 
reminded that the services community banks provide are 
significant to our customers and local communities. 

Community banks are "high tech and high touch" 
institutions. They offer high-tech service to provide 
consumers access to modern-day conveniences - while 
maintaining the reliable, dependable high-quality 
customer service for which they are known. A New York 
State Department of Financial Services study found, "... 
in the area of small business and farm lending, while 
community banks hold about 22% of all the assets of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance banks in the state, they 
provide nearly 55% of all small business loans and 
approximately 90% of small farm loans in the State.

“Smaller community banks (those with assets of $1 
billion or less) made almost 28% of all small business loans, 
including 43% of small farm loans, in New York, despite 
holding just 6% of all FDIC insured banking assets in New 
York. We understand and embrace local businesses."

Governor Cuomo has stated: "Community banks 
represent a strong economic engine that drives growth 
in New York and their performance is remarkable. Small 
business is the engine of job growth and most small 
business loans come not from the big national banks, but 
from community banks." 

The Financial Services superintendent who released 
the study added, "Community banks focus on the unique 
needs of their communities. They build strong customer 
relationships which help attract local retail deposits. 
These banks take deposits from their communities and 
then typically recycle them back into their communities 
in the form of loans."

One vitally important way we advance the interests 
of our membership – and the New York community 
banking industry – is through timely, important 
educational programs. The first half of 2019 has been a 
busy and productive period for the Independent Bankers 
Association of New York State. We presented a full 
calendar of conferences designed for community bankers, 
including directors, compliance officers, security officers, 
lending officers and bank leadership. 

Our Directors Conference agenda examined issues 
such as ERM and the role of the board, hot topics for 
audit committees in 2019, the loan committee's role in 
underwriting & CECL preparation, and more. Attendees 

Continuously Proving NY Community Banks 
Are ‘High Touch and High Tech’
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had the opportunity to earn up to 7 
CPE credits as well. Our Regional 
Security Conferences May 7 and 
May 8; our Lending Conference, 
co-sponsored by T. Gschwender & 
Associates, on May 21-22 also offer 
detailed agendas.   

We were especially pleased that 
on April 9, IBANYS held our first 
Compliance Conference in New 
York City  We are excited to expand 
this conference favorite into the 
downstate and New York City areas 
for the first time, to help community 
bankers gain insight into a variety 
of compliance regulation, topics 
and challenges such as the current 
regulatory climate for cybersecurity 
and monitoring risk, recent federal/
state regulatory changes, updates 
directly from FDIC (FDIC New York 
Regional Director John Vogel) and 
OCC (OCC Community Consumer 
Compliance Officer Sheila Steck), 
and more. Attendees could earn 6 
CPE credits. 

I would be remiss if I did not focus 
on IBANYS’ biggest conference of 
the year: Our 2019 IBANYS Annual 
Convention June 10-12 at the Turning Stone Resort & Casino in Verona, New York. 

The business sessions will include 
an economic overview of recent 
economic statistics and financial market 
developments which affect key variables 
impacting the community banking 
world ... we’ll have presentations on 
intelligent automation for banks of 
any size ... bank acquisitions of credit 

unions ... crisis and response: how FDIC history could impact your bank ... creating 
your social media mix ... transformation related to the branch, technology and the main 
office ... balance sheet strategies for 2019: active loan portfolio management ... strategic 
planning ... strategic partnerships ... acquiring millennial customers ... e-commerce and 
the dark web ... community banks &  the frontlines of liability ... cryptocurrency ... and 
much more!

Of course, back by popular demand will be our exhibitor 
tradeshow and PAC Silent Auction, and an array of recreational 
activities. 

We hope to see many of you there, and we look forward to 
continuing our mission on behalf of New York community banks. ■

John Witkowski is president and CEO of the Independent 
Bankers Association of New York State. He may be reached 
at johnw@ibanys.net or (518) 436-4646.

JOHN WITKOWSKI

The Lodge at Turning Stone Resort & Casino in Verona, New York.

DON'T MISS 
2019 IBANYS Annual Convention 
June 10-12 at the Turning Stone Resort 

& Casino in Verona, New York

mailto:johnw@ibanys.net
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At the end of April, IBANYS 
led a group of New York 
community bankers to 
Washington, D.C. to 
participate in the ICBA 

Capital Summit. The highlight of the 
week was when we walked “the hill” and 
held a number of key meetings in the 
offices of:

• U.S. Sens. Chuck Schumer and 
Kirsten Gillibrand

• Five members of the House Financial 
Services Committee (Reps. Carolyn 
Maloney, Gregory Meeks, Nydia 
Velazquez, Peter King & Lee Zeldin)

• Two members of the Small Business 
Committee (Reps. Nydia Velazquez & 
Antonio Delgado)

• Two members of the House Agriculture 
Committee and (Reps. Anthony 
Brindisi & Antonio Delgado)

• A Key member of the House Ways & 
Means Committee (Rep. Tom Reed)

Direct, face-to-face communication 
is one of the most effective ways 
to illustrate a bank’s needs and 
priorities. For New York community 
bankers, these meetings provided the 
opportunity to share their stories 
and illustrate how the actions of 
Congress and regulators have a direct 
impact on both main street banks and 
the communities they serve. There 
is NOTHING as effective as local 
community bankers from “back home” 
taking their time to directly explain their 
needs and priorities. 

IBANYS focused on a number of issues 
and current/pending pieces of legislation 
before Congress, including: 

• Reforming and modernizing the 
Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money 
Laundering(BSA/AML) to more 
effectively target money laundering 
and terrorist financing, while 
reducing excessive community bank 

burden and expense.
• Reforming the “Customer Due 

Diligence Rule” so that the beneficial 
ownership information is collected 
and verified by a federal or state 
agency at the time a legal entity 
is formed. We urged raising the 
threshold for CTRS from the current 
$10,000 to $30,000. We also urged 
passage of Rep. Maloney’s pending 
legislation on beneficial ownership.

• We encouraged the passage of 
the Safe Harbor Act for Legal 
Cannabis Banking, which would 
provide a safe harbor for banking 
legal cannabis related businesses 
under H.R. 1595. This would ensure 
such businesses would have access 
to the traditional banking system and 
enhance public safety.

• We urged that any future regulation 
of data security or privacy must 
recognize existing Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act (GLBA) requirements 
and not create an additional layer of 
requirements. We also urged that 
all participants in the payments 
and financial systems (including 

merchants, aggregators, and other 
entities with access to customer 
financial information) should be 
subject to GLBA-like data security 
standards.

• We discussed the uneven playing 
field that benefits tax-exempt 
credit unions (not subject to CRA 
mandates) and the Farm Credit 
System. We explained ending their 
enormous subsidies since they have 
become the functional equivalent 
of banks, and compete for the same 
customers, as well as offer the same 
services.

• We reviewed housing finance reform, 
and the need to ensure that small 
bank mortgage lenders have full 
access to the secondary market.

• We stressed the importance 
of reauthorizing the National Flood 
Insurance Program, which expires 
May 31, 2019, to protect community 
banks and homeowners alike in 
coastal and inland river communities, 
which have a critical interest in the 
future of the program. We urged 
ensuring that flood insurance is 
affordable and readily available to all 
homeowners and business owners.

At the conclusion of these productive 
meetings, we are optimistic that real 
progress is possible on a number of these 
initiatives. Thank you to the IBANYS 
members who committed their time 
and energy to advance the interests of 
community banking. A special thank 
you to IBANYS partners, Luse Gorman 
P.C. and The Bonadio Group, for co-
hosting our Monday evening welcome/
briefing dinner, which provided a 
great opportunity for networking and 
discussing the issues/agenda for our 
Tuesday meetings.

IBANYS Hears Updates From Crapo, 
Waters & McWilliams

At the Capital Summit, IBANYS 
members and their colleagues from 
around the country heard from House 
Financial Services Chair Maxine Waters 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS UPDATE  |  By Stephen W. Rice 

IBANYS’ Washington Trip A Major Success!
New York Community Banks 

Meet With Congress On Key Issues
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STEPHEN W. RICE

(D-CA), Senate Banking 
Committee Chair Mike 
Crapo (R-ID) and FDIC 
Director Jelena McWilliams. 
Here’s a quick summary of 
what they     told us:

Crapo Talks Housing 
Finance Reform, Flood 
Insurance, Data & Security

Chairman Crapo, lead 
sponsor on S. 2155 and 
also a key advocate of tax reform 
as a member of the Senate Finance 
Committee, noted community bank 
regulatory relief is contributing to 
continued economic growth but that 
oversight of the law’s regulatory 
implementation remains a priority. He 
said Congress is working to address 
housing-finance reform, reauthorizing 
the National Flood Insurance Program, 
and extending data privacy and security 
protections to other sectors as fraud 
losses mount.

Waters: Working To Advance Pro-
Community Bank Policies

House Financial Services Chairwoman 
Maxine Waters (D-CA) said Congress 
continues working to advance pro-
community bank policies to help them 
meet the needs of local communities. 
She cited that the committee’s approval 
of a federal safe harbor for banking legal 
cannabis-related businesses; its work to 
level the regulatory playing field between 
community banks and other entities; and, 
its work to develop consumer safeguards 
for fintech companies, scrutinize 
industrial loan company oversight, 
modernize the Bank Secrecy Act, and 
hold megabanks accountable. Waters 
pledged to continue working with the 
industry on needed reforms, saying “I 
have an open-door policy. This is your 
government and you deserve to be 
heard.” 

McWilliams Addresses Innovation, 
CRA, BSA, Innovation & More  

In her “Q & A” session with ICBA 
President & CEO Rebeca Romero Rainey, 
FDIC Director Jelena McWilliams 
addressed a number of issues in her 
appearance at the Capital Summit. She 
noted:

• Regulations often stifle innovations 
that can bring more unbanked 
consumers into the banking 
fold. Federal banking agencies are 

rethinking their regulatory approach 
to make it more agile and allow 
community banks to innovate. The 
FDIC has launched Tech Lab, which 
works to reduce regulatory burdens 
on third-party due diligence to 
streamline tech partnerships. 

• There are regulatory efforts 
to modernize CRA, increase 
transparency in the Bank Secrecy Act 
reporting, and mitigate the negative 
impact of the Current Expected 
Credit Loss (CECL) accounting 
standards. 

• The FDIC is reviewing feedback on 
the 9% Community Bank Leverage 
Ratio. (ICBA and community bankers 
want it lowered to 8%) 

• Industrial loan companies (ILCs) are 
“the law of the land” and the FDIC 
must accept and consider deposit-
insurance applications accordingly. 
All current regulations and policies, 
including those regarding capital 
and profitability requirements for 
de novo banks, apply equally to 
ILCs. McWilliams said the right 
place to take up the issue is with 
Congress. ICBA and IBANYS 
urged permanently closing the ILC 
loophole. 

In Albany, with the budget concluded 
and approved on time by the April 1 
deadline, the State Legislature has turned 
its attention to a number of issues in 
the final weeks of the 2019 session. 
(The legislature is due to adjourn June 
19.) The Senate and Assembly Banks 
Committees, chaired by Sen. James 
Sanders (D-Queens) and Assemblyman 
Ken Zebrowski (D-Rockland County) 
have begun working their way through 
their agendas. Issues. These include 
the continuing efforts by credit unions 
to gain access to municipal deposits 
business -- through programs such as 
the State Business Development District 
Program, the State Community Bank 
Deposit Program and by entering the 

business itself. One bill would 
allow credit unions to enter 
the Banking Development 
District program (sponsored 
by Sen. Montgomery). There 
is also legislation pending on 
the Excelsior Linked Deposit 
Program (where the State 
provides reduced interest 
rate on state deposits, and 
participating banks reduce 
their rates on borrowers loans 

by equal amount) would allow credit 
unions into the program.

Sen. Sanders’ bill to require banks to 
disclose negative consequences on credit 
score related to alternative payment 
schedules passed the Senate. IBANYS 
had submitted an amendment noting 
that banks would be remiss and perhaps 
liable if they so informed borrowers as 
the legislation stated. Our amendment 
would have provided borrowers notice of 
potential impact where loan modification 
occurs, and expanded universe of 
who would be covered. However, the 
amendment was rejected. 

There is also a basic banking account 
bill in the system. Currently, eight 
transactions are allowed at no charge, but 
this bill would allow seniors up to 12 at 
no charge.

 
IBANYS was able to stop an effort in the 
State Senate mandating all banks have a 
notary public at every facility. Also, there 
is a bill to prohibit banks from asking 
for proof of citizenship from account 
holders, and to reject efforts to freeze if 
no proof given.  In the Assembly, much 
of the focus is on student loan issues, 
and seeking to regulate them, but banks 
are exempted from the legislation.

• There continues to be debate in 
Albany regarding cannabis banking 
issues, including a possible move 
toward establishing a “state bank” that 
would, among other things, address 
the financing of legal cannabis-related 
businesses. However, this is currently 
limited to a study. ■

Stephen W. 
Rice is Director 
of Government 
Relations & 
Communications 
for the Independent 
Bankers Association 
of New York State.
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Register now:
www.ibanys.net/index.php/education/annual-convention
For more information or to reserve your booth and/or sponsor an event please contact 
John Witkowski, President & CEO at johnw@ibanys.net or Linda Gregware, Director of 
Administration at lindag@ibanys.net or call (518) 436-4646.

Booth space and 
limited sponsorships

still available –
call now to 

reserve yours!
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Four New York banks have been selected as best in 
the state in the categories of Customer Service, 
Technology, Community Contribution, and Overall 
Quality. These statewide awards for 2019 are the 
highest honor any bank in New York can achieve.

Additional regional winners were announced as well. A 
complete list can be found below.

The prestigious Banking Choice Awards are presented 
by American Business Media and Customer Experience 
Solutions LLC. Unlike typical “popularity contests,” these 
awards are given based on interviews with thousands of 
banking customers in a double-blind format. No financial 
institutions are involved in collecting the data, which is then 
used to create the highly respected Banking Benchmarks. 
Customer Experience Solutions is the recognized leader in 
measuring and tracking customer experience for banking 
institutions.

Vincent M. Valvo, president and CEO of American Business 
Media, said, “Customers can choose to bank wherever they 
want. The Banking Choice Awards determine which banks do 
it best.”

Stephen R. Martin, senior vice president of Canandaigua 
National Bank, said the accolades earned by his bank 
have significance because they reflect input from non-
customers, as well as customers. “It’s a reflection not just 
of our customers and colleagues, but it’s a reflection of the 
marketplace. It’s a confirmation and a bit of a reaffirmation 
of what we do every day. The recognition from others is quite 
inspiring,” he said.

STATEWIDE WINNERS
The overall statewide customer service award for New York 

went to Capital Bank of Albany, N.Y. Bruce A. Paul, president 
and CEO of Customer Experience Solutions, said, “There are 
many different elements to customer service and we track 
them all, for all banks in New York. These range from basic 
friendliness and personal touch to proactively identifying 
problems and solving them for customers. All of the winners 

in New York are good in each element, but to rise to the top 
among all 343 banking institutions we cover, each winner 
had to be truly exceptional at a couple of elements.  Capital 
Bank customers said the bank was extremely responsive and 
they almost never got the runaround.” 

Chase Bank won the statewide accolade for technology. 
Paul said, “It is important to note that there are some much 
smaller banks that achieved very high ratings on their 
technology. Though they may have much smaller IT budgets 
than the biggest banks, what sets them apart is their ability 
to engage and train customers on the technology that they 
have.  Over and over across the region, we see that what 
separates the best tech banks from the rest is the training 
that their own staff has on the tools.”  

In the statewide Community Contribution category, 
Country Bank, based in New York City, took the top honors. 
“Unlike the other categories, this is a rating by prospects 
(non-customers) of each bank.  So, to win top prize, banks 
had to not only make strong contributions to their local 
areas, but they also had to get the word out about that 
contribution,” Paul said.

He added, “So the winners in this category are not only 
great contributors but are also great marketers as well. You 
can see from the diversity of top performers that massive 
marketing spend does not always translate into prospects’ 
minds, but very strategic spend does. This is how a smaller 
bank like Carthage, Country or American Community can 

Four New York Banks 
Named Best Statewide In 

Prestigious Banking Choice Awards

Steve Martin Bruce Paul

Photography by Keith Griffin

Vince Valvo
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compete with and sometimes 
outperform the likes of M&T, 
Chase and Key.”

Maspeth Federal Savings 
was the statewide quality 
winner. “Overall Quality 
encompasses many of the 
higher-order areas of the 
banking relationship, like 
avoiding problems or fixing 
them quickly and openly, 
proactively offering services to 
customers that improve their 
financial lives and having staff 
that are confident enough to 
do so,” Paul said. “Maspeth 
customers said the staff were 
extremely well trained to help 
meet every need.  Kinderhook 
customers said they got 
extremely good value for the 
fees they pay.” ■

REGIONAL AWARD WINNERS

From left, Christina Zanca, Maspeth Federal Savings; Steve Martin, Canandaigua National Bank; John Carola, 
Walden Savings Bank; Christopher Ryder, Putnam National Bank; and, Rick Perro, First National Bank of Long Island.

OVERALL QUALITY 

Western Region
Gold: Evans Bancorp
Silver: CCB 
Bronze: Community Bank

Central Region
Gold: Canandaigua National 
Bank & Trust
Silver: Generations Bank
Bronze: Fairport Savings Bank

Capital Region
Gold: Kinderhook Bank
Silver: Bank of Greene County
Bronze: BSNB

Mohawk Valley-North 
Country Region
Gold: Watertown Savings Bank
Silver: Glens Falls National Bank 
and Trust Company
Bronze: NBT Bank

Hudson Valley Region
Gold: Jeff Bank
Silver: Walden Savings Bank
Bronze: Catskill Hudson Bank

New York City
Gold: Maspeth Federal Savings
Silver: The First National Bank 
of Long Island
Bronze: Ponce Bank

Long Island
Gold: Chase
Silver: BNB Bank
Bronze: TD Bank

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION

Western Region
Gold: M&T Bank 
Silver: Key Bank 
Bronze: Bank on Buffalo

Central Region
Gold: Tompkins Trust Company
Silver: Savannah Bank
Bronze: Steuben Trust Company

Capital Region
Gold: Glens Falls National Bank
Silver: Adirondack Trust Company
Bronze: NB Coxsacie

Mohawk Valley-North 
Country Region
Gold: Carthage Savings and Loan 
Association
Silver: Watertown Savings Bank
Bronze: Adirondack Trust Company

Hudson Valley Region
Gold: Jeff Bank
Silver: Sawyer Savings
Bronze: Putnam County National Bank

New York City
Gold: Country Bank
Silver: The Berkshire Bank
Bronze: New York Community Bank

Long Island
Gold: American Community Bank
Silver: Chase
Bronze: Dime Bank

TECHNOLOGY

Western Region
Gold: Bank of America 
Silver: Northwest 
Bronze: M&T Bank

Central Region
Gold: Chase
Silver: Canandaigua National 
Bank and Trust
Bronze: Tompkins Bank of Castile

Capital Region
Gold: Bank of Greene County
Silver: Kinderhook Bank
Bronze: Berkshire Bank

Valley-North Country Region
Gold: Watertown Savings Bank
Silver: Glens Falls National 
Bank & Trust
Bronze: Champlain National Bank

Hudson Valley Region
Gold: Chase Bank
Silver: TD Bank
Bronze: Capital One

New York City
Gold: Chase Bank
Silver: Bank of America
Bronze: Capital One

Long Island
Gold: Chase
Silver: Capital One
Bronze: TD Bank

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Western Region
Gold: Evans Bancorp 
Silver: Northwest 
Bronze: Community Bank

Central Region
Gold: Canandaigua National 
Bank & Trust
Silver: Fairport Savings Bank
Bronze: LNB Bank

Capital Region
Gold: Capital Bank
Silver: Kinderhook Bank Bank
Bronze: Glens Falls National Bank

Mohawk Valley-North 
Country Region
Gold: Watertown Savings Bank
Silver: Glens Falls National 
Bank & Trust
Bronze: Community Bank

Hudson Valley Region
Gold: Jeff Bank
Silver: Riverside Bank
Bronze: Orange Bank

New York City
Gold: Maspeth Federal Savings
Silver: First National Bank of 
Long Island
Bronze: First Hope Bank

Long Island
Gold: BNB Bank
Silver: Chase
Bronze: First National Bank 
of Long Island
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LOOKING TO GROW 
HIGH-VALUE, 
NONBROKERED 
DEPOSITS?
Step up the pace with the nation’s 
#1 reciprocal deposit services:
ICS®, or Insured Cash Sweep®, 
and CDARS®.

Use ICS and CDARS to build loyal relationships by providing attractive alternatives to other cash 
management choices. Offer customers access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance on funds placed into 
demand deposit accounts and money market deposit accounts (using ICS) and into CDs (using CDARS), 
and:

• Add relationship-based funding that increases franchise value 

• Lock in more low-cost funding 

• Replace less efficient collateralized deposits and rate-sensitive deposits from listing services

• Make more dollars available for local lending

Turn to the company with the largest bank network of its kind. Contact Brendan Carry, Regional Director, at  
(866) 776-6426 x3444 or bcarry@promnetwork.com.

Use of the ICS and CDARS services is subject to the terms, conditions, and disclosures set forth in the CDARS-ICS Participating Institution Agreement 
and applicable Deposit Placement Agreements. Limits apply, and customer eligibility criteria may apply. ICS program withdrawals are limited to six per 
month when using the ICS savings option. ICS, Insured Cash Sweep, and CDARS are registered service marks of Promontory Interfinancial Network, LLC.
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Very early in my career, I worked at a 
sandwich shop for a gentleman named 
Spiro, an affable Greek immigrant with 
a wry sense of humor and perpetual 
smile. Spiro was a master of customer 

service and it came naturally. Spiro knew many of his 
customers by name, their children’s names - where they 
worked, where they lived and so on. He’d often check 
in with folks no matter how busy the restaurant. People 
really enjoyed the visit, not just the food. Spiro was 
delivering “relatedness,” an inherent quality explained 
well in the self-determination theory of human behavior. 
We all want this human connection - it’s built in. Spiro 
unknowingly tapped into this by demonstrating an 
authentic caring about his customers.

Many years later, I had the opportunity to lead digital 
at another sandwich shop — but this was a large 
regional player. Through the process of investigating 
the opportunity with their leadership, I was pitched 

the sandwich shop experience of the future. As they 
described an experience full of tablets and automation, I 
realized quickly that even though I was often the eager 
advocate for digital products and experience-enhancing 
technology, in this case it didn’t feel right. I remembered 
Spiro and realized they were engineering out one of the 
best parts of the experience: the human part. I didn’t 
take the job.

That was an epiphany. Since then I’ve built my career 
helping companies focus on being more thoughtful and 
intentional about incorporating digital products into 
a bigger picture and total customer experience journey. 
If your CX is like a dining experience, it’s never about 
any single component; it’s about the total experience and 
includes a blend of technology and humanity. Adding 
technology to make payment easier is smart. Replacing 
the warm and friendly host with a kiosk is not. Today, 
world-class customer experience requires this artful 
blend of human and digital talent. And in banking, 

CALL CENTERS PRESENT AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO MAINTAIN THE HUMAN TOUCH 

A Call For More Humanity

STATISTICS  |  By Michael Kirkpatrick, Special to Banking New York 

https://positivepsychologyprogram.com/self-determination-theory/
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Today, world-
class customer 

experience 
requires this 
artful blend 

of human and 
digital talent.

where money matters are intensely personal and often 
emotional -or- highly transactional, it’s good business to 
deploy the right talent for the given challenge.

So where specifically should banks deploy human 
talent to enhance the customer experience? Well first, I 
need to ask - have you mapped the customer journey? If 
not, you need to start there. 

These days, most banks and CUs have this covered. 
A comprehensive journey map that shows how your 
customers flow through your services over time is 
essential. Financial institutions should also remember 
to incorporate the emotional context of the customer at 
key milestones in the journey. For example, a customer 
is in a vulnerable and anxious state after suffering 
an unfortunate overdraft just prior to an impending 
automatic mortgage payment out of sequence with 
their paycheck. Does your bank have a plan in place for 
moments like this one? Or do you rely on a spontaneous 
solution by your team? 

Designing for emotional state is key to 
showing customers you really do care - which garners 
loyalty. Employees can sometimes “call an audible” in 
ways a computer never could. How good does it feel 
when you visit a friend and after the long trip, he or she 
takes your coat, shuffles you to the chair and hands you a 
cocktail? I feel a sigh of relief thinking about it.

Humans remain superior at delivering empathy 
and caring to your customers. Your website or app 
can’t do that quite yet. Humans also remain superior 
at explaining matters of finance/money that are 

complex and sometimes best answered through 
dynamic conversation. And certainly, when something 
goes wrong, the tenor of a conversation changes 
dramatically when taken out of digital channels and 
served by humans with high emotional intelligence (EI).

Are you well-versed in the moments of the customer 
journey that might be especially emotionally charged? 
Those are great candidates for humanity. Unfortunately 
for banks, these are often (but not exclusively) 
negative incidents. Beyond those, consider other 
moments such as an application for a small business loan 
or a first-time home purchase. Those transactions are 
highly emotional, and your best humanity could make a 
customer for life if handled with care and respect.

In banking, this focus on human empathy starts with 
the call center - likely your largest concentration of 
humanity interfacing daily with your customers.  To 
build a great team you must hire for high EI. 
Emotionally intelligent people ask questions, listen 
deeply to others, and are genuine and honest – all 
characteristics of likability. Why does likability matter? 
In a study by famed Nobel Prize-winning psychologist 
and behavioral economist Daniel Kahneman it was found 
that people would rather do business with someone they 
like and trust – even if the less likeable person is offering 
a better product at a lower price. Customers who like 
your employees will do more business with you despite 
pricing inequities. Want to compete with “no fees”? Be 
nicer.

I’ve had the pleasure of working with USAA for 
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Customers who like your employees will do more business with you despite pricing inequities. 

years and have observed their best-in-class 
call centers firsthand. It’s no secret to say they 
truly understand the importance of EI and 
building customer rapport. I was impressed 
to see their innately curious member service 
reps (MSRs) spending the required time to 
understand the member situation and artfully 
make a true personal connection while whizzing 
through what seemed like a dozen screens 
to complete the transaction. They have the 
same operational pressures as most to be 
more efficient, but it never comes at the cost 
of listening and empathizing. They’re mission 
focused. And USAA’s customers appreciate it as 
evidenced by USAA’s top satisfaction rankings 
on JD Power and contribute strongly to their 
industry leading loyalty scores.

Call centers are expensive to run, and that’s 
often why banks and CUs are pressured to 
drive call volume and call time down. There 
is a priority to complete calls quickly and 
most banks are looking to offload as much 
as possible to digital or outsource. A smart 
business strategy would entail investing energy 
in making sure your digital products handle all 
the transactional stuff (like change-of-address) 
to allow your human talent to focus on higher 
value things better served by people. For 
example, helping customers understand their 
credit options or dealing with an unfortunate 
fee situation. Deploy digital to drive higher 
value calls that benefit from the human touch.

When the digital channel is expected to 
deliver empathy – you’re off course and 
the corollary is also true. Don’t waste your 
human talent on transactional stuff. You may 
need to organize and motivate your employees 
on different metrics to get there. A big cell 
phone company offers some inspiration. 

T-Mobile is receiving a lot of attention for 
revamping its call center operations. It has 
gone against the grain and organized for better 
service by creating customer pools managed by 
consistent care teams organized geographically. 
That consistency means when a customer 
calls, they are routed to their pool of reps - not 
a round-robin based on availability across 
the country. Because of this, you may get the 
same rep if you call back and customers love 
this continuity. Relationships are formed and 
T-Mobile teams are truly invested in the success 
and happiness of their customers because 
T-Mobile has organized the business to allow 
teams to manage their customer pool like a mini 
P&L. Customer satisfaction and profitability 
are directly connected to the employee 
compensation and progression planning. The 

organization is built to encourage employees to 
spend time with customers, something that’s 
counter to how competitors operate, often 
seeking ways to move more traffic out of 
the call center and online. This human-first 
mindset is being credited with T-Mobile’s 
huge turnaround over the past two years. 

Back to the sub shop…
Spiro paid us by the hour and obviously 

the focus was on creating and delivering 
great food quickly. However, he also 
modeled behaviors he knew as important 
and wanted us to also exhibit - caring about 
the customer as a person. Recognizing the 
look on a face when a customer stops in 
mid-commute and just wants to get home. 
We’d recognize this, remember their 
regular order, find it and begin 
ringing it up without even 
being asked — in this case 
even dialing down the banter.

Human connection and 
empathy in customer 
experience sound hokey and 
may feel out of place when 
designing experiences to 
achieve business objectives 
measured in metrics often 
ruthlessly based in logic. 
However, world-class 
CX requires this line of 
thinking and today we 
live in an experience 
economy. These 
days in a world 
where more things 
than ever can be 
done automatically, 
remotely and 
by machine - 
it’s important to 
deliver humanity. 

Especially in 
matters of money. ■

Michael S. Kirkpatrick 
is senior vice president, 
client experience & 
strategy and leads 
the financial services 
practices at Mad*Pow, 
an experience design 
agency in Portsmouth, 
NH and Boston, MA. 

https://www.jdpower.com/business/press-releases/jd-power-2018-us-auto-insurance-study
https://www.jdpower.com/business/press-releases/jd-power-2018-us-auto-insurance-study
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WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP  |  By Karen Kirchner, Ellen Keithline Byrne, and Denise D’Agostino

These days there is never-ending talk in financial 
institutions about diversity and inclusion, 
particularly as it relates to women. Executives 
and boards know that to be innovative and 
relevant in the years to come they need to 

address this issue. They are paying attention to research 
like the study done at Deloitte Insights which found that 
organizations with an inclusive culture are eight times 
more likely to achieve better business outcomes. 

However, when we take a close look at the fundamentals 
of diversity and inclusion, we see that the diversity part 
of the equation gets more attention because it is easier to 
measure. The inclusion part is trickier and more complex. 
Deloitte Insights identifies a basic formula: “Diversity + 
inclusion = better business outcomes. Yet diversity without 
inclusion in worthless.” A firm can work towards meeting 
its diversity goals, but if it doesn’t have an inclusive culture 
where people feel they belong, those people don’t stay 
or thrive. The organization ultimately misses out on the 
benefits of its D & I initiatives.

In a study on inclusive leadership, Catalyst, a global 
nonprofit focused on women in the workplace, discovered 
that when employees feel included, they are:

• more innovative; 
• more willing to go above and beyond to help other team 

members; and, 
• better at perceiving similarities with coworkers and 

engendering a feeling of belonging while perceiving 
differences that lead to feelings that it’s OK to be 
unique 

As leadership consultants, we work with financial 
institutions of all sizes that are struggling with how to build 
inclusive cultures and attract, retain and advance women. 
We’ve taken a deep dive into the research and our own 
decades of experience to share key considerations as you 
evaluate how inclusive your culture is.

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM
To feel “included” in an organization means to feel 

accepted as an insider in the workplace while maintaining 

Are The Women In Your 
Organization Thriving?

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE INCLUSION PART 
OF DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
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your own unique identity. Research recognizes three 
fundamental requirements of an inclusive workplace:

a. Employees are treated with respect 
b. Employees are valued for their strengths 
c. Leaders do what’s right
These elements make employees happier, more confident 

and ultimately more productive. 

LOOK BEYOND THE OBVIOUS
Putting in place new HR offerings like launching a women’s 

networking group or offering unconscious bias training, while 
helpful, only addresses a small piece of what’s needed. Like 
most important things, it’s a complex systemic issue requiring 
a broad look at the internal factors related to shifting an 
organizational system to better promote a feeling of inclusion. 

The executive team needs to ensure their practices support 
their aggressive diversity goals. “Add women and stir” doesn’t 
work. Many organizational structures were originally designed 
by men to fit men’s lifestyles. It’s folly to simply place women 
into a traditional structure and expect them to thrive. Often 
women falter because they don’t have the networks, sponsors 
and processes in place to back their success which exacerbates 
the view that women struggle in certain leadership roles.

One significant obstacle is that a substantial pay gap still 
exists between men and women doing the same work. This 
is demotivating to women who are working just as hard and 
getting results that are equal to or better than those of their 

male counterparts.
For instance, in a large regional commercial bank servicing 

New England and New York, a woman we’ll call Mary was 
promoted to the head of mortgages. She was excited and eager 
to surpass her group’s objectives. Yet soon after her move, 
Mary discovered that a new male hire below her was making 
$40,000 more than she was. She became angry and resentful, 
talking to other senior woman about the inequities in the bank. 
When underlying organizational systems, such as pay rates, 
show a lack of gender parity, women don’t feel equally valued 
or respected. The bank eventually responded and adjusted the 
pay discrepancy; however, it didn’t make broad changes across 
the bank.

The good news is that some banks are leading the way in 
this area as part of their commitment to providing an inclusive 
and rewarding experience for all. In January 2018, Bank of 
America announced that for employees in the US and UK, 
on average, compensation received by women is equal to 99 
percent of what is received by men. These larger businesses 
can be role models for smaller firms by introducing more 
progressive organizational systems.

DIAGNOSE YOUR CULTURE AND IDENTIFY 
PATTERNS 

Often executives make assumptions about their culture. The 
stories are plentiful. Rachna Mukerjee, chief human resources 
officer from Schneider Electric, while offering remarks relating 

Diversity + Inclusion =    
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to including women in its culture, said “I already understand 
the need and we are doing it.” Soon after Managing Director 
Anil Chaudhry convinced him to conduct a roundtable with 
company women. The executive team was stunned to learn 
how unhappy their female employees were. That was a tipping 
point and significant changes ensued. 

The best way to confirm or challenge your assumptions 
is to examine where people thrive within the organization. 
Robin Ely, faculty chair of Harvard Business School’s Gender 
Initiative, suggests you ask deeper level questions on how 
you’re doing. At first, examine your culture, not with gender 
in mind, and then tease out where gender issues show up 
most. 

Ask questions such as:
• What does thriving or not thriving look like?
• What does it really take to get work done effectively here?
• What are the critical junctures in career paths?

With these answers you can begin to see the norms, 
structures and patterns that direct your people. You can 
see where the pain points lie. Then you can check your 
assumptions and begin a strategy on how to address any 
issues that surfaced.

For example, one financial services firm we worked with 
found that many key decisions were made in informal settings 
where mostly men were present, such as 
the golf course or over drinks after work. 
Once this pattern was discovered, the firm 
made a conscious effort to include women 
in a wider variety of outings that gave 
them more access to senior management.   

In January 2019, Bank of America 
won the Catalyst Award for building 
workplaces that work for women. Since 
2015, one of the bank’s key practices 
to understand patterns is the use of 
“Courageous Conversations.” These are 
hosted dialogues ranging from small 
conversations with teams to enterprise 
conversations with community partners. 
The topics include race, gender dynamics, 
social justice, national current events 
and more. During the wake of violence 
in Dallas, Baton Rouge, Minneapolis and 
Charlotte, the bank hosted a conversation 
that brought out into the open issues that 
were on the minds of their people instead 
of them privately brewing. Through these 
conversations, employees see the bank’s 
commitment to including all voices. In 
addition, it’s an opportunity to identify 
areas where the bank’s practices don’t 
align with their employees’ ability to 
thrive. 

Given these thoughts, do you think the 
women in your organization feel fully 
included? If you’re not sure, start asking 
questions to diagnose what’s really going 

on. A diverse and inclusive workplace is worth the effort so 
that you get the full benefit of your employees’ talents and 
contributions. ■

Better Business Outcomes

Become an Industry Leader

Earn the ABA Certified Trust and 
Financial Advisor (CTFA) designation 
to show your personal commitment 
to your profession, clients and 
the industry. 

Apply by June 2 for the next exam! 

aba.com/CTFA1

Moxie Leaders was founded by (from left) Denise D’Agostino, 
Karen Kirchner and Ellen Keithline Byrne, a team of 
organizational leaders, executive coaches and a PhD, who 
create programs specifically for women leaders –– to help them 
rise up in today’s competitive world and make their mark. For 
additional information visit www.moxie-leaders.com.

http://aba.com/CTFA1
http://www.moxie-leaders.com
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The way we bank today is different than it was even 
five years ago. Core functions that were once key 
components of bank services are now happening 
outside of the four walls of your branch, and 
often, online. Today, branch designs incorporate 

more meeting and consulting space and utilize technology to 
streamline and improve customer service and, as a result, banks 
are able to do more in less square footage. 

While banks across the nation have seen these trends play 
out, and many are now operating out of new, streamlined, 
technologically advanced branches – the back-end impacts of 
these front-end changes can’t be ignored.

Regardless of whether your customer is doing business with 
your bank through an app, a phone call or an Interactive Teller 
Machine (ITM), it still requires a highly trained workforce. But 
where do you place that highly trained workforce? The answer is 
simple – an operations center.

Centralizing back-office functions like data processing, 
information systems, automated tellers, card processors, and 
human resource functions in an operations center creates 
efficiencies – and drives effectiveness. When operations are 
split, and you have some back-office functions at one branch, 
and some at another, your employees will likely be disconnected 
from the team members that matter most, resulting in more 

time spent on even the simplest of tasks.
By bringing these workers together under one roof into a 

clean, efficient, high-tech office space, banks will be able to more 
efficiently handle day-to-day business operations. ITM tellers 
will be able to handle more clients, even beyond the common 
branch hours, customer service will function as one centralized 
team, better able to address customer needs, and bank leadership 
will be a step – instead of a Skype – away.

There are also a couple of important benefits of operations 
centers that are often overlooked. One such benefit: operations 
centers can create the right home for your servers. Often, 
servers are crammed into spaces that weren’t designed for them, 
threatening security and the functionality of the equipment. A 
server room can be a key component of an operations center, and 
can be specifically designed to serve that purpose, enhancing 
security, improving performance and increasing longevity of 
equipment.

Additionally – and very importantly - an operations center 
is a great recruiting tool. Workers today want a modern, clean, 
updated workspace with options like outdoor seating, places 
to eat lunch, and multifunctional meeting space. Moreover, 
as branches invest in new technology and services, significant 
training is necessary. An operations center can be a great way 
to attract new talent, and a great place to train that new talent. 

“By bringing these workers together under one roof into a clean, 
efficient, high-tech office space, banks will be able to more efficiently 

handle day-to-day business operations.”

IBANYS  |  By David Welsh, Vice President of Business Development at La Macchia Group

The Back-End Impact Of 
Front-End Changes
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AML and Fraud Certificates

Fully online, this training provides 
in-depth content on the most 
pressing anti-money laundering 
and fraud topics, including:

• Governance and oversight
• Regulatory requirements
• Customer account onboarding  
 and monitoring

aba.com/AML-Fraud

Some banks even opt to have mock bank lobbies constructed in 
their operations centers to provide trainees as close to a real-life 
experience as possible.

An operations center is an investment in your future. Not 

only will it enable peak performance of your current operations, 
it will enable you to plan for future growth. It will provide your 
bank with the tools to attract and retain top-notch talent that 
will be prepared to offer your customers the highest level of 
service.

When To Consider 
A New Operations 
Center
NEW BRANCH(ES)

Company growth is the number 
one reason to invest in an operations 
center. A new branch, or branches, 
require new employees to train, 
additional administrative, HR and 
support functions, and an increase in 
your customer base that will require 
key services. These functions are most 
efficiently and effectively executed under 
one roof at a centralized operations 
center.

ACQUISITIONS / MERGERS
Acquisitions are becoming increasingly 

common in the banking industry. When 
an acquisition occurs, it is a prime time 
to invest in an operations center to bring 
key staff from the formerly two entities 
together as one. It ensures consistency in 
service and provides an opportunity for 
team building, training and information 
sharing. In situations where one or both 

entities already had an operations center, the question is which 
operations center to maintain. 

The right location will have room for growth – whether 
it’s acreage to accommodate building additions or space for 

additional parking. Regardless of which 
operations center is kept, it will likely need 
to be updated and renovated to best fit 
the business plan of the new, larger, bank. 
Which operations center is the best fit to 
invest in is also a key consideration in the 
case of an equal merger – but likely with 
added intricacies of “who is in charge” and 
“who gets to make the decision?”

TECHNOLOGY OVERHAUL
As your bank services grow and evolve, it’s 

likely you’ve integrated new technological 
solutions that require a different kind of 
service and staffing. Technology like ITMs 
require someone on the other end. That 
someone is going to be most efficient at 
an operations center where they can serve 
customers at numerous different branches 

alongside colleagues doing the same work. In fact, in most 
cases, when housed at a centralized operations center, one 
employee can service up to three ITM machines at a time. ■

http://aba.com/AML-Fraud
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WHY DID 
YOUR LAST 100 

CUSTOMERS 
LEAVE?

Growth is the net effect of the acquisitions 
of new customers, new accounts and new 
balances versus customer defections. While 
new customers and accounts are acquired in 
the spotlight, they defect in obscurity. That’s 

why banks need to ask and answer these three questions: 
Why do customers defect? Why does this happen in the 
shadows? Why do banks focus more on acquisition rather 
than retention? 

The reality is customer defections can be split into two 
important categories: inevitable and preventable. Inevitable 
are defections of customers or accounts that take place 
through no fault of the bank. For example, customers might 
move to a neighboring state outside the bank’s footprint. If 
they had a mortgage, they would pay it off once they move 
out and sell their home. About half the balances that leave 
a bank’s balance sheet due to defection or diminishment 
(the reduction of balances in accounts that remain open) are 
inevitable.

Many other customers leave for reasons banks could have 
prevented. These incidents represent failures of the bank: 
its staff, systems, procedures, pricing strategy and practices. 
Deeper root cause analysis may reveal gaps in training, 
governance, strategy, or striking the right balance between 
risk prevention and the holy grail of an “easy/simple/fast” 
customer experience.

OBSCURITY OF DEFECTIONS
Why do banks lose the retention battle against preventable 

defections without putting up a fight? One answer is by the 
time they are known, it is too late. A big part of the “defection 
dilemma” results from organizational and cultural reasons. A 
new account or a new customer relationship can be traced to 
the person or channel that opened the account. Often, new 

Shedding light on 

why customers 

leave banks a
nd 

how to get 

them to STAY!

CUSTOMER SERVICE  |  By Theo Moumtzidis, Special to Banking New York 
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customer acquisitions can be linked 
to a marketing campaign. Openings 
are visible events that happen at a 
specific moment in time when the 
account is created. In other words, 
they are identifiable, attributable 
events that take place in an observed 
moment in time. They are easy to 
celebrate, reward and set targets for. 
It’s hard to avoid “easy” as banks 
work to create strong sales cultures. 

Contrary to sales, defections are 
slow and progressive. Moreover, 
they are hard to link to a banker or 
a territory. If a customer decides to 
leave because she became unhappy 
with a new fee for receiving paper 
statements or with the poor way a 
branch manager handled an identity 
theft event on her account, these 
will not visible. The actual account 
closure might happen weeks or 
months later. 

Unable to point a finger to the 
culprit, these important events 
remain “orphan.” Unable to 
attribute defection events (or retention successes) to 
individual bankers, banks do not reward employees who 
retain well. Nor do they penalize those whose actions lead 
to customer defections. This reality creates institutional 
apathy about retention and ignorance about the true 
reasons for it.

When bank boards or senior executive teams are asked to 
guess why their most recent 100 bank customers defected, 
the order and percentages of their guesses vary strikingly. 
At the same time if asked about acquisition, they will be 
able to quote response rates to a marketing campaign to the 
second decimal point.

FROM ACQUISITION TO RETENTION
The reality is: a customer lost is more valuable than a 

new customer gained. Why? Three reasons: first, tenure is 
the most important determinant of loyalty. Every additional 
year a customer stays with the bank, the less likely they are 
to defect. Therefore their lifetime value increases. 

Secondly, longer tenured customers know how the bank 
operates, and they become efficient account users. For 
example, if they make frequent wire transfers, they are 
less likely to make errors on the wire instruction form and 
might have been migrated to stored wire models in their 
online environment. Tenured customers are simply less 
expensive to serve. 

Thirdly, banks accumulate transactional and behavioral 
information over the years. These can be mined for more 
effective cross-sell offers as well as better credit decisions. 
On the contrary, new deposit or revolving credit accounts 
not only lack these three benefits, they also have a 30 

percent likelihood of remaining unused or even be closed 
on their 12-month anniversary.

THE FIGHT TO RETAIN CUSTOMERS
So, if defecting customers are worth fighting for, how 

should banks pick up the fight? Timing is critical! The 
earlier a defection is detected, the higher the chances of 
averting it. Once the customer opens a new account, which 
will happen well before closing the account with the old 
and has started moving recurring payments and other 
money flows, retention is tantamount to re-acquiring them. 
The customer would have to replicate the account moving 
efforts in reverse to move back.

There are red flags that go up when a customer begins 
the defection journey. That is the time to reach out and 
ask them “How did we mess up?” or simply ask them to 
respond to a customer satisfaction survey. High defection 
risk customers will be more truthful than after they have 
pulled the plug at which point they want to avoid the bank’s 
reactive retention offers.

When it comes to these early warning “red flags,” 
analytics can play a central role in “sniffing out” impending 
defections. For example, a discontinued direct deposit can be 
analyzed to determine if it is related to end-of-employment 
(i.e., not a defection red flag event) or a possible shift of the 
payroll to a competing bank. 

Shifts in transaction patterns can also help identify higher-
risk for defection relationships. Analytics can also be used 
for post-mortem analyses. While these will occur too late to 
retain a particular account, they can reveal a systematic root 
cause that can be addressed to prevent future defections. 

The earlier the 
intent for defection 

is detected, the 
higher the chances  

of averting it. 
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A spike in defections after a new policy 
or a new fee went into effect should be 
identified and warrant a discussion. Any 
correlations between defections and a 
customer’s channel use or events that 
might have affected a customer (e.g., a 
branch consolidation or a staff change) 
can also offer actionable insights.

Analytics and their results have to be 
coupled with the right soft skills. Soft 
skills to hire for would include empathy, 
good listening skills, creativity (to find 
solutions to customer problems), overall 
problem-solving skills, negotiating skills 
(to negotiate not just with the unhappy 
customer but also internal bank areas 
whose actions could be the source of the 
customer dissatisfaction). The banker 
who is reaching a red flagged customer 
to ask, “How did we mess up?” must 
have the ability to convey empathy and 
a genuine desire to learn as opposed 
to being perceived as making a clumsy 
attempt to prevent a defection with a 
pushy sales pitch.

While these tactics are important, a 
focus on retention must come from the 
top. Senior management has to instill a 
culture that celebrates retention as much 
as acquisition. In addition, they need 
to make sure systems are developed for 
both the early detection of defections 
as well as for analytics that correlate 
defections with their root causes. That 
means investing in processes and soft 
skills to leverage the analytics. When 
done right, the ROI can be far greater 
than the most successful new account 
acquisition marketing campaign! ■

Theo Moumtzidis managing director of  
Delos Advisors, a NY-based consulting firm 
that specializes in working with financial 
institutions in the U.S. and abroad. 
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 BANK SWITCHING FOR CONSUMERS AND 
BUSINESSES IN NEW YORK IS ON THE RISE

It has taken the American bank customer almost 10 years 
since the beginning of the financial crisis to feel fully 
confident again. They are now comfortable enough in their 
financial lives to get back to the old practice of switching 
banks. The strong economy, the increase in competition 

for deposit dollars, and the increase in smart marketing spending 
means more and more consumers and businesses are in play.

According to the latest Banking Benchmarks across New 
York, bank switching is once again on the table. We interviewed 
households and businesses in every corner of the state and 
collected a total of 367,007 bank reviews by customers from 343 
banking institutions. 

As part of those interviews, we asked customers of each 
and every bank to evaluate the banks they use on 53 different 
metrics, including whether they were planning to leave that bank 
in the next six months. On average, about 26 percent of NY 
households and 35 percent of NY businesses are unhappy 
with their current primary bank. That is higher than the past 
couple of years, particularly on the commercial side. 

What has risen much higher, though, is the percentage of 
unhappy customers that are willing to make a move (instead 
of just gripe to friends or on social media): 10 percent of New 
York households and 15 percent of New York businesses have 
actually started shopping around and/or opened accounts 
elsewhere with the intention of switching primary banks within 
the next six months. This is a dramatic increase from just one 
year ago.

The upcoming rate of defection varies widely by region and 
even widely within each region. Table One shows how upcoming 
attrition rates vary, both for households (retail) and businesses 
(commercial) in some areas.IWhen we asked customers at every 
one of the 343 banking institutions in New York how likely they 
were to leave that bank, we see a very wide disparity. Some 
banks had very few customers looking to leave, while others had 
a very high percentage. While most banks were consistent from 

branch to branch, some banks had defection rates that varied 
greatly across their own trade areas. 

Table Two shows the number of banks in each region with very 
low upcoming attrition rates (under 5 percent), and the number 
with very high upcoming attrition rates (over 20 percent). Just 
about any institution will struggle to survive if 20 percent of 
their customers depart so statewide there are a couple of dozen 
institutions in for a difficult time. (There are four institutions 
with over 45 percent of their customer bases saying they will 
leave shortly. Yikes!)

Even if a bank is not one of the ones facing very high defection, 
it needs to know, first and foremost: why are my customers 
defecting and what can I do to prevent them from leaving? They 
also will want to know: how can I win more than my fair share of 
the defectors from other banks? The answer to both questions 
is the same: by understanding what makes people leave their 
current bank, you also understand their top priority in selecting 
a new bank. 

Area

Albany area        9%          12%

Buffalo area        7%          14%

Rochester area        6%            9%

Manhattan         14%          18%

Nassau County        8%          11%

Queens       12%          16%

Rockland County        4%            7%

Syracuse area        8%          12%

Tompkins County      14%          17%

Retail Market 
Share in Play

Commercial Market 
Share in Play

TABLE ONE: Available Market Share Today

COVER STORY  |  By Bruce Paul, Special to Banking New York 
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My bank does not proactively suggest solutions

I keep getting the runaround 

My bank treats me like a number

I can get better rates elsewhere

The staff at my bank are not trained well enough

I get charged too many fees

The online/mobile technology is bad

The bank is not responsive enough

My bank is too pushy about new services

The staff are not friendly

TABLE THREE: Top 10 Reasons New York 
Customers Cite For Leaving Their Bank

The reasons customers leave their banks are not actually all 
that varies. We see a lot of common themes in the Banking 
Benchmarks. Below are the Top 10 reasons that customers 
across New York cite for leaving their bank. They also are the 
top 10 things they are looking for in a new bank. 

Some things that might surprise you:
Banks are losing more customers not by being TOO pushy, 

but rather not pushy enough (proactive). Staff that can present 
thoughtful solutions rather than just push products will make 
their customers’ financial lives better.

Technology is not in the Top 5 reasons people leave their bank. 
(Further surprise: it is even lower among millennials.)

Lack of friendliness and low responsiveness are not major 
drivers of switching. This is because all banks are friendly and 
responsive (yes, even the biggest ones), so this is not driving 
people away.

The reasons for switching banks often varies by region, by 
county and sometimes even by town because switching behavior 
is highly dependent upon the strengths and weaknesses of banks 
in each market. If each bank in your trade area charges a lot of 
fees, then fees will be a major reason people want to switch. 
Conversely, if no one is charging fees, low fees will not be a draw. 

The ideal situation is when 
your bank has a competitive 
advantage. For instance, if 
you have built a reputation 
for being proactive in bringing 
solutions to customers while 
competitors struggle to do the 
same.

If you would like to see what 
the drivers of switching are in your trade 
area or your bank, or would like to see 
what percentage of your customers are 
about to leave the bank, please contact our 
analytics team at info@cescx.com. ■  

Bruce Paul is president and CEO of Customer 
Experience Solutions, which produces the 
semiannual New York Banking Benchmarks. 

# of banks with 
very high defection 

rate (over  20%)

# of banks with 
very low defection 

rate (under 5%)

Total number of banking 
institutions covered by 

the Benchmarks

TABLE TWO: Highs and Lows of Attribution Rates

State

Western NY         

Central, Finger Lakes, Southern       

Mohawk Valley, North Country    

Hudson Valley   

NYC    

Long Island     

4

2

3

5

14

4

11

8

11

6

21

7

98

46

41

64

111

65

Measuring the Vulnerability of Your Customers 

Understanding how many of your customers are vulnerable 
to switching can be difficult. Of course, it would be easier 
if customers had the common courtesy to tell you that they 
are leaving before they do. But we know this almost never 
happens: they simply open accounts elsewhere and gradually 
draw down their balances with you. So how do you know your 
vulnerability? There are 3 main ways, each with its own merits. 
You can: 

1. Conduct an ongoing Attrition Measurement program like the 
largest US banks do. This involves contacting customers 
that have already left and heavily incentivizing them (usually 
over $500 each) to give you honest feedback on the reasons 
they left. This can be very expensive, but will have a very 
high ROI if you can learn the reasons and cut your attrition 
significantly. 

2. Survey your own customers and ask them how likely they 
are to leave. This is a good option if you already have people 
on staff who are experienced in building and managing 
market research programs. The results will be skewed since 
your happier customers are far more likely to respond to 
surveys than unhappy or ambivalent ones, but it can be a 
useful tool for tracking trends.

3. Subscribe to a syndicated Customer Experience 
measurement service if you have a local tracker that 
covers your institution. The results are more accurate and 
less expensive, but they may be less flexible than doing               
it yourself.

mailto:info@cescx.com
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DID YOU SEE?

WALL STREET BANKS MAKE 
SERIOUS CUTS TO SECURITIES JOBS

The past couple of months have been 
quite underwhelming for Wall Street 
banks and it has been detrimental to 
securities staff across the board.

Analysis suggests the five big U.S. 
investment banks have cut nearly 350 

net jobs in New York 
in 2019, with much of 
the carnage coming in 
the last two months.

Goldman Sachs, 
Morgan Stanley, 
Citi, J.P. Morgan and 
Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch have all 
reduced the number 
of Finra-registered 
staff in New York 
since first checking 
the numbers in 
January. The news 
isn’t much of a 
surprise at Goldman 

Sachs – the bank has filed layoff notices 
with the New York State Department 
of Labor twice already this year while 
also slashing pay – but there hasn’t been 
much publicly reported concerning other 
banks on Wall Street. This seems to have 
been an omission. 

Reductions in headcount have 
increased significantly over the last eight 
weeks. Only 70 total jobs were lost as 
of the end of February, with J.P. Morgan 
actually adding Finra-registered brokers 
during the first two months of the year. 
(It’s important to note the numbers 
represent net losses, meaning they take 
into account any new hires that have 
been made in 2019).

NY SMALL FIRMS LAG THE NATION IN 
KEY ECONOMIC SEGMENTS

A new national report by the Federal 
Reserve Bank highlights some areas 
where New York small employers 
are falling behind their counterparts 
nationally. Among the differences are 
profitability, revenue increases, and 
difficult meeting expenses.

The Small Business Credit Survey: 
2019 Report on Employer Firms 
examines the findings of an annual 
survey of small business owners 

Banking New York publishes a weekly 
digital newsletter that rounds up the 
latest news and information affecting 
banks and credit unions in the Empire 
State. Here are some of the top stories 
from recent editions. To subscribe, 
share your news, or advertise in the 
Banking New York newsletter, contact 
us at info@ambizmedia.com.

mailto:info@ambizmedia.com
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nationwide. The report focuses on small employer firms: 
businesses that have between 1 and-499 full- or part-time 
payroll employees. 

The Federal Reserve Bank of New York extrapolated regional 
information.

Among its findings, the New York Fed said small businesses 
in New York reported:

• They were much more likely to self-report as medium or 
high credit risks, with 53% compared to 36% nationally.

• They were more likely to report rising input costs (79%) 
than firms nationwide (73%).

• Also, they were more likely to apply for credit than firms 
nationally, 52% compared to 43%, respectively.

• They more often sought credit cards (37%) than firms 
nationwide (28%).

• New York State firms were less likely to be approved for 
any amount of financing than firms nationally (66% vs. 
78%, respectively). They were also less likely to receive 
the full amount sought (34% vs. 47% nationally).

CHASE SUPPORTS VETS IN POLITICS PROGRAM 
AT SYRACUSE

JP Morgan Chase & Co. in New York is supporting a Syracuse 
University program focused on getting military veterans more 
involved in the political system. The “Veterans in Politics” 
initiative is designed to act on the opportunity associated 
with the affinity for civic engagement and public service 
demonstrated by those who have served.

Despite gains in the 2018 election cycle from a recent historic 
low, veteran representation in Congress has declined from 
more than 75% in the 1960s, to 19.1% today. The program will 
enroll its inaugural class in late 2019. It will feature both online 
coursework and a one-week intensive residency. The curriculum 
will cover election law, party politics and public policy, creating, 
managing and leading campaign teams, campaign finance, 
understanding voters, message development, mobilizing 
volunteer teams, responding to citizen issues and conflict 
management, among others topics.

Chase’s dedication to the military community is widely 
recognized and practiced in the firm’s operations. Since 2011, 
more than 14,000 veterans have joined the employee ranks of 
JPMorgan Chase, and the firm has developed several supportive 
programs including the Veteran Jobs Mission – previously the 
100,000 Jobs Mission – a coalition founded in 2011 with the 
goal of hiring 100,000 veterans. Now over 200 members strong, 
the coalition has collectively hired more than 500,000 veterans 
with a commitment to hiring one million.

The program aligns with Syracuse University’s commitment 
to be the “best place for veterans” and the military-connected 

community. Consistently ranked among the top 10 best 
universities for veterans, Syracuse was most recently ranked 
the #1 private school for veterans by Military Times and the #4 
school overall in 2018.

KEY BANK MARKET PRESIDENT ‘BULLISH’ ON LENDING
KeyBank’s new Hudson Valley/Metro NY market president 

David W. Lewing says his bank is bullish on lending in the 
current economic environment. Lewing said his bank’s staff 
“are ‘understanding and supportive’ of business credit and 
lending requests.”

In an interview with the Westchester County Business 
Journal, Lewing said he believes the environment is favorable 
for economic growth. “There are many companies and 
individually owned businesses that are investing in their 
own businesses rather than managing for cash flow, meaning 
they are cautiously optimistic about a continued favorable 
environment for growth. I would call it basically a stable 
environment and favorable for businesses.”

Lewing said that part of the bank’s growth strategy is 
based on acquiring technology, not only to use in the bank’s 
operations, but also as investment vehicles. He pointed to an 
alliance with AvidXchange, a financial technology company 
which automates accounts-payable operations, and the 
acquisition of HelloWallet, which invites people to “say hello to 
an easier way to manage your money – and reach your goals.”

KEYBANK ACQUIRES LAUREL ROAD BANK’S DIGITAL 
LENDING BUSINESS

KeyBank has acquired Laurel Road Bank’s digital lending 
business. The New York City bank built and launched in 2013 
a student loan refinancing platform that has rapidly grown to 
total more than $4 billion in loan originations.

The Dayton Business Journal reports the acquisition will 
allow KeyBank to continue its strategy of building targeted 
scale against defined client segments such as healthcare 
professionals, lawyers, and graduate students. KeyBank will 
focus in three areas to drive growth:

• Expand national, digital-only lending capabilities.
• Boost KeyBank’s client experience through compelling 

digital tools.
• Deliver a holistic banking experience to a targeted 

segment of consumers.

The Laurel Road brand will remain in place, and its branches 
in southeast Connecticut were not part of the transaction. No 
financial details were disclosed.

MAYOR PROTESTS BANK’S 
TOWING POLICIES

The mayor of Nyack, New York, has pulled his personal 
funds from the Key Bank in his village due to frustration with 
bank officials giving him the runaround. The issue is the bank’s 
policy of towing vehicles from its parking lot after hours.

Mayor Don Hammond told his local newspaper that he was 
prepared to pull Nyack’s $2.6 million in deposits. That got bank 
officials to respond.

Since 2011, more than 14,000 
veterans have joined the employee 
ranks of JPMorgan Chase
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Hammond had been upset about the $300 towing and booting 
of cars, which began a couple of months ago. The mayor says 
signs in the parking lot aren’t clear about the bank’s towing 
policies.

Karen Crane, Key Bank’s Connecticut-based senior 
communications manager, said the bank got the message. “We 
understand the issue that the village has with regard to lack 
of municipal parking and we are willing to work with him on 
ways we can help him address it,” Crane said. “We are willing 
to explore ways we can help reduce some of the public parking 
pains.”

Crane said the “stronger enforcement of our no after-hour 
parking policy” was prompted by “issues in the past with 
overnight and abandoned vehicles, littering, and vandalism.”

BOWER BULLISH ON MOVE 
TO BUFFALO

CNB is happy it shuffled off to Buffalo. Joseph Bower Jr., 
president and CEO of CNB Financial Corp., says waiting out the 
economy was the right thing to do.

He told the Buffalo News the Pennsylvania-based bank put 
the idea on hold until late 2016. Now its Bank on Buffalo 
division has four branches and just finished renovating the 
seventh floor of the Electric Tower for its regional headquarters.

Bank on Buffalo is a strong contributor to CNB Financial, 
whose headquarters is about a three-hour drive from Buffalo, in 
Clearfield, Pa. CNB reported record-high profits of $33.7 million 
in 2018. Its Buffalo division accounted for nearly half of CNB’s 
loan growth last year, and 64 percent of CNB’s total deposit 
growth, driven in part by savings accounts that pay 2 percent 
interest, far more than most conventional savings accounts. It 
also offers checking accounts that pay 1.5 percent interest if 
certain conditions are met.

In a Q&A with the newspaper, Bowers said, “When we came 
in, we had expectations that we thought were fairly high. … 
It’s been about 27 months. Our expectation for 27 months was 
to eclipse about the $200 million range in assets, and to have 
maybe three facilities up and running and operating. We’re well 
over ($300 million) in assets, and we have four locations up and 
running.” ■

http://www.CEISReview.com
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ON THE MOVE  |  By Keith Griffin

KeyBank Announces New Executive Appointments In 
Hudson Valley/Metro NY Market
KeyBank has announced the promotion of Hudson Valley/
Metro New York executives Joseph F. Markey and David W. 
Lewing to new leadership roles. Joseph F. Markey has been 
promoted from Hudson Valley/Metro NY market president to 
regional sales executive for KeyBank’s East Region.  Replacing 
him as market president is former Middle Market Team Leader 
David W. Lewing.  

In his new role, 
Markey will lead Key’s 
commercial banking 
and community 
development activities 
for six of Key’s markets 
– Hudson Valley/
Metro New York; 
Eastern Pennsylvania; 
Albany NY; 
Connecticut/Western 

Massachusetts; Maine/Boston; and Vermont. The market presidents 
and commercial teams in each market will report to him.  
Since joining Key in 2002, Markey has served in numerous 
roles including eight years as a managing director in KeyBanc 
Capital Market’s corporate and investment banking business, 
two years as regional credit officer for the East Region and 
most recently market president and commercial banking sales 
leader in the Hudson Valley/Metro NY market. His previous 
experience included positions with Wachovia Securities, The 
Bank of New York, and Daiwa Bank.  Markey holds a B.A. in 
economics and an M.B.A. from University of Connecticut. 
He also has an M.A. from St. Joseph’s Seminary, Institute of 
Religious Studies in Yonkers, N.Y. 
Lewing joined KeyBank in 2014 as an enterprise banker. He 
was promoted to middle market team leader in 2017. In his 
new role as market president, Lewing will continue to oversee 
the delivery of the bank’s commercial banking and capital 
markets solutions to mid-sized companies in the Hudson 
Valley and metropolitan New York areas. Lewing has more than 
30 years of financing experience in various industries.  Prior 
to Key, he spent 11 years at Wachovia Securities and Wells 
Fargo Bank in their corporate and investment banking, and 
commercial banking businesses, respectively.  He also held 
various leadership positions with Toronto Dominion Securities 
and Chemical Bank.  Lewing holds B.A and M.A. degrees from 
Johns Hopkins University.

New York Banker Elected ICBA Vice Chairman
Robert M. Fisher, chairman, president and CEO of Tioga 
State Bank in Spencer, N.Y., was elected vice chairman of the 
Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA) for 2019-20. 
His term began in March.
Fisher has served in many leadership roles at ICBA. He is a 
member of the ICBA Executive Committee and board of directors 
as well as vice chairman of the Federal Delegate Board. He is 
executive committee liaison to the Subcommittee on Legislative 
Issues and serves on the Policy Development Committee. He 
has served as chairman of the Policy Development and ICBPAC 
committees and as the state delegate for New York on the Federal 
Delegate Board.
A fifth-generation community banker, Fisher served on the 
New York State Banking Board from 2007 to 2011. He also is a 
current member and past chairman of the Independent Bankers 
Association of New York State. 
In addition to his banking affiliations, Fisher serves as chairman of 
the Lourdes Ascension Hospital board in Binghamton, N.Y., and 
sits on the board of the New York Business Development Corp.
 

OceanFirst Bank Announces Appointment of                  
Daniel J. Harris, NY Regional President
OceanFirst Bank has named Daniel J. Harris as president of the 
New York Region. 

Harris will spearhead OceanFirst’s 
expansion in its New York Region. 
His responsibilities include enhancing 
the commercial lending presence 
for OceanFirst in the New York City 
market area by growing commercial 
banking relationships and expanding the 
commercial area by adding experienced 
lending professionals to the OceanFirst 
team.
Harris joins OceanFirst with almost 30 

years of experience in financial services in the New York market 
area. Most recently, he was the managing director and head of 
commercial real estate finance at Morgan Stanley Private Bank.  
Prior to his position at Morgan Stanley, Harris was executive 
vice president and chief lending officer at Dime Community 
Bank. Harris has also held leadership positions with Hudson 
Valley Bank and The Greater New York Savings Bank.  

LOCAL PROFESSIONALS MAKING THEIR MARK 
IN NEW YORK BANKING 

TRY TO KEEP UP
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Harris is currently chair of the American Bankers Association 
Commercial Real Estate Lending Committee. Before 
beginning his banking career in 1990, Harris was a practicing 
attorney specializing in commercial real estate transactions.
Harris is a graduate of St. John’s University and St. John’s 
University School of Law.

KeyBank Promotes Hoxha to Regional Retail Leader    
For Atlantic Region 
KeyBank has promoted Louis Hoxha to the role of regional 
retail leader for its Atlantic Region.  He will be responsible for 
leading a network of approximately 100 branch offices serving 
Key’s clients throughout the Hudson Valley/Metro New York 
and Eastern Pennsylvania’s markets.
Hoxha brings over 20 years of banking experience to his new 
role, including the last nine years with Key and its predecessor 
banks.  Most recently, he served as area retail leader for the 
retail team serving the Rockland County, N.Y. area in Hudson 
Valley.  Prior to joining KeyBank, Hoxha held previous retail 
banking roles with HSBC and Washington Mutual. 
Hoxha holds a bachelor’s degree from SUNY College at Old 
Westbury, NY, a MBA from Montclair University, and is a 
graduate of the Consumer Bankers Association Executive 
Banking School at Furman University. 
Hoxha will split his time between Key’s Tarrytown, N.Y. and 
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania market centers.

Noel Appointed Branch Manager
The Lyons National Bank appointed 
Greg Noel as its branch manager for the 
Clyde office located on 4 Williams Street. 
A resident of the Finger Lakes, Noel 
joins the office with 15 years of banking 
experience, most recently serving as the 
branch manager of Key Bank in Clyde. 
During his tenure in banking, Noel 
has been recognized for outstanding 
contributions in both branch operations 
and performance.
LNB is a $1.082 billion independent, 
community bank with 15 branch offices 
located throughout Wayne, Monroe, 
Onondaga, Ontario, Seneca, Yates and 
Cayuga counties. It was founded in 1852. 

Glens Falls National Bank Names 
New Regional Manager
Glens Falls National Bank and Trust 
Company has announced Candice Healy 
has been promoted to Queensbury 
Regional Manager. In her new role, 
Healy will oversee the retail banking 
operations and staff of 10 branches in 
Warren and northern Saratoga counties.
She joined Glens Falls National Bank 
in 2012 and has almost 15 years of 
banking experience. She was most 
recently a relationship development 
officer. Active in the community, 

Healy is treasurer of the Warrensburg Historical Society 
and a museum guide for the Warrensburg Museum of Local 
History. In 2018, she was named Citizen of the Year by the 
Warrensburg Chamber of Commerce and was a Post-Star “20 
Under 40” honoree.
The South Glens Falls native currently lives in Warrensburg 
with her family.

Jeff Bank Promotes Strauch To VP; Olsen To AVP
The Jeff Bank Board of Directors has promoted Heinrich 
Strauch to the role of vice president and patricia olsen to the 
role of assistant vice president.
Strauch has been with Jeff Bank since 2015. He currently 
serves as a commercial lender located in the bank’s Liberty 
branch and is the treasurer for the Sullivan County Chamber 
of Commerce, the treasurer of the Emerald Corporate Center 
EDC, and a fellow of the Hudson Valley Pattern for Progress.
Olsen began her career with Jeff Bank in 2002 in the bank’s 
origination department and is currently the commercial loan 
administrator. Olsen serves on the Town of Callicoon Farm 
Advisory Board.
“We are very fortunate to have Heinrich and Patricia on the 
Jeff Bank team,” stated George W. Kinne, Jr., president and 
CEO. “Their continued growth and contribution will help 
greatly in the continued success of the Bank.”
Jeff Bank is an independently owned bank that is 
headquartered in Jeffersonville, NY and was founded in 1913. 
The bank provides deposit and lending products in 11 full-
service branches throughout Sullivan County and one branch 
in Orange County. ■

Successful leadership means knowing both the strategies that work 
today and the people who will implement them tomorrow. To help 
you, your business and its future leaders succeed, tap into these 
forward-looking leadership development opportunities from ABA.

NEW!
Community Bank Online Training Suites
With input from bank CEOs, we’ve put 
together our most popular, short and concise, 
online training courses into specially priced 
bundles starting at $95! 

NEW!
Emerging Leaders Online Certi� cates
Top-tier online content featuring preeminent 
Wharton faculty. Attractively priced and will 
� t into busy schedules. 

Good leadership 
requires two things.
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FAVORITE SPORT: I’m a longtime Mets fan. 
My dad took me to my first game when I was 
younger; we sat in the orange section when 
it was still Shea Stadium. My dad’s a big 
baseball fan so every year, from when I was 
19 until about 26, we would get to a different 
stadium. I took him to San Francisco, 
Washington, Boston, and the All-Star game 
at CitiField, to name a few.

MUSIC: My husband and I own a DJ 
entertainment company so my interests in 
music spans across all types of genres. I 
like feel-good music and songs with a lot of 
energy. Taylor Swift, ‘90s girl bands and Top 

40 songs are on my playlist right now. And, 
if N Sync or Backstreet Boys ever do a 

tour together, I am so there.

MOVIES: My favorite movie of 
all time is the “Wizard of Oz.” I 
watched it with my grandfather 
and now I watch it with my 
three-year-old daughter.

TELEVISION: All throughout 
college and pretty much up until 

I got married I wasn’t into TV. I was 
always so busy. Plus, my parents 

wouldn’t let us have TVs in our room 
because they thought it would make us lazy. 
Now, I like watching the TLC channel, any 
DIY show, the Food Network, Netflix and 
anything by Shonda Rhimes. Right now I’m 
into Billions. 

HAVE YOU EVER BINGE WATCHED A 
SHOW? I binge watched Grey’s Anatomy 
when I was on maternity leave. I had my 
daughter in October and had four months off 
so I watched the whole 11 seasons.

WHAT TOPS YOUR 
BUCKET LIST? 
Going on a world 
cruise. I do a lot 
of traveling but I 
feel like I haven’t 
seen everything. 
I would still like 
to see Paris, The 

Maldives, or Alaska. If I won the lottery I 
would definitely travel and explore different 
cultures and cuisines. I would also love to get 
to more of the stadiums with my dad. But for 
now, I’m happy I got to the All Star game – it 
was one of his big bucket list items.

HOBBIES: I’m into hot yoga, Pilates, 
shopping and cooking. Recently, I also 
got hooked on DIY crafts while working 
on sensory projects with my daughter. I 
also taught myself how to sew. I wanted to 
create a patch blanket of clothes from my 
daughter’s first year and so I bought a $70 
sewing machine from Amazon and I made 
the whole blanket by watching YouTube 
tutorials. 

FAVORITE PLACE TO VISIT: It’s probably 
Aruba because my husband took me there 
a few days after he proposed. We also 
celebrated our honeymoon there and I got to 
go horse-backing riding on the beach.

CUISINE: I love to explore different cuisines 
and have ate at a lot of amazing restaurants 
and hidden gems. Nothing, however, tops 
a good home-cooked meal. At my bridal 
shower, my mother gave me my great-
grandmothers cookbook that was passed 
down to my grandfather. It has amazing 
handwritten recipes from Italy and reminds 
me of when I’d cook with him. I also 
recently decided to try a few different food 
subscription boxes and I’m loving them.

BEST ADVICE I’VE RECEIVED: My 
grandfather Carmine taught me so many 
things but his best advice was “Hard work 
and dedication lead to achievements. 
Experiences lead to memories and 
inspiration. Make time for both.” This is 

especially important 
for me and it 
has helped me 
balance being a 
successful working 
mom and wife. ■

Christina Zanca
Vice President and 
Marketing Director 
at Maspeth Federal 
Savings, Maspeth, 
New York. 

Spanning 15 years, 
Christina Zanca’s 
career has taken her 
to 4 different financial 
institutions around 
Greater New York. She 
also holds a degree in 

Marketing, an Executive 
MBA in Management 

and received her 
CFMP certification 

last June.

“Your attitude 
determines your 

direction.”

ANYTHING BUT BANKING   |  By Keith Griffin

During her time at a conference in Las 
Vegas, she had to stop for a photo op with 
one of her favorite things – SHOES.
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Best Bank Expo
June 28, 2019
MGM Springfield
Springfield, MA

www.bestbankexpo.com
 

NE Women in Banking
October 25, 2019

The Hotel Viking
Newport, RI

www.nebankwomen.com

BankHorizons
October 16, 2019

Resorts Casino
Atlantic City, NJ

www.bankhorizons.com

Big East Banking
Conference

October 11, 2019
The VERVE Crowne Plaza

Natick, MA
www.bigeastbanking.com

Visit www.bankconferences.com

BANKING CONFERENCE

GREAT EVENTS START AT AMBIZ MEDIA

There’s nothing quite like standing face-to-face 
with potential new clients. At American Business Media, 

we produce some of the most successful and largest 
banking and credit union conferences 

and tradeshows in the nation.

www.ambizmedia.com

http://www.bankconferences.com
http://www.bestbankexpo.com
http://www.nebankwomen.com
http://www.bankhorizons.com
http://www.bigeastbanking.com
http://www.bankconferences.com
http://www.ambizmedia.com
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Our Difference: Insights from a bank retirement plan specialist.

Your Advantage: A competitive edge and improved bottom line. 

At Pentegra our difference is your advantage. 

With more than 75 years of experience built working with banks like yours, Pentegra can help you design 

a retirement plan and benefi ts fi nancing solution that helps improve your bottom line while positioning 

your bank to attract, reward and retain the talent key to your success—to help your bank strengthen its 

competitive advantage.

Learn more about our unique retirement plan solutions for banks. Contact us at 800-872-3473, 

or visit us at www.pentegra.com. 
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Johanna Gear 914-420-8700
jgeardesign@gmail.com
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